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The minimizing space curves for the integral

J=JF(x, y, z, x, y, z) dt

form a family which contains four arbitrary constants. Of special interest are

the two-parameter families which pass through a given point or are cut trans-

versally by a given curve or surface. Such families occur when the integral J

is to be minimized with respect to curves which join two fixed points or which

have one end-point fixed while the other is free to vary on a fixed curve or sur-

face.f In the study of the sufficient conditions which insure a minimum for the

integral J under these conditions it is essential to know that such two-parameter

families fill out simply a portion of space about the point through which all of

the curves of the family pass, or about the curve or surface by which they are

cut transversally. The minimizing curves, the extremals, are said to form a field

in the region in which this property holds.

The field proofs for the analogous cases in the plane have already been made. J

The proof given by Bolz A for the existence in the plane of a field about an arc

of an extremal which does not contain a pair of conjugate points, can be extended

readily to the analogous case in space. This proof includes the field proof

mentioned above for the extremals which are cut transversally by a given surface.

It is to be shown here that the extremals through a fixed point § or the

extremals to which a given curve is transversal also form fields. In these two

cases the functional determinant of the equations to be solved vanishes at the

point or along the curve in question. For the former case a suitably selected

transformation of the variables reduces the equations to a set whose functional

determinant does not vanish.    The solution is then obtained from the theory of

•Presented to the Society, Sept. 1, 1908.

t These minimizing problems were considered by the writers in a paper entitled ' ' The proper-

ties of curves in space whioh minimize a definite integral," vol. 9 (1908), p. 440.

JSee Bolza,  Vorlesungen über Variationsrechnung, pp. 164, 249, 271.

\ The construction of a field formed by extremals through a fixed point has been previously

discussed by two writers, both of whom used methods quite different from the one given here.

See Bill, The construction of a space field of extremals, Bulletin of the American Mathe-

matical Society, vol. 15 (1909), p. 374; also Hadamabd, Leçons sur le calcul des variations,

Note A, p. 497.
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implicit functions by the aid of a theorem due to Bolza,* which is proved in § 1.

A different method is used in § 3 to prove the existence of a field about a

curve L, but either this or the method of § 2 is applicable to both problems.

In order to apply the method of § 2 to prove the existence of a field about L it

is necessary first to construct a system of polar coordinates in the neighborhood

of L with properties similar to those of the well-known ones used in § 2.

§ 1.  Bolza! s theorem concerning implicit functions.

Consider a set of equations

(i) fi(xit*n •••ixm'-y,iy2i ••■-yj = °     «=i,a, •••.»),

for which the functions/] satisfy the following conditions :

A) The functions/; are continous and have continuous first partial derivatives

with respect to the fa for all values (xx, x2, • ■ -, xn:yx, y2, ■ • ■, yn) in a

certain region 21.

B) There exists a finite closed set 6 of solutions (xx, x2, • ■ ■, xm : yx, y2, • ■ ■, yn)

of equation (1) entirely within the region 21. The projection of 6 in the

(xx, x2, ■ ■ -, a;ra)-space will be denoted by fè.

C) No two distinct points in Ê have the same projection in ^ : in other

words, to any point ( x,, a;2, • • •, xm ) in Q there corresponds one and but one

solution (xx, x2, •-., xm:yx, y2, ••-,yH) in g.

D) In the set 6 the functional determinant d(fx ,f2, ■ • • ,fn)¡o(yx ,y2, • • -,yf)

is always different from zero.

Then there exists a constant e such that no two solutions of equations (1) in

(Set possess the same projection in ^e, and a constant B = e can be determined

so that to any point in the neighborhood !qs there corresponds at least one

solution of equations (1) in the neighborhood 6e.    The functions

(2)      yx(xx,x2, ---,xm), y2(xx,x2, ---,xm),  ■■-, yn(xx,x2, ■■-,xm)

so defined in ¿g5 are of class C, and if the function f. are of class C(n) | in 21

these functions are also of class C(n) in ^5.

* Loc. cit., p. 166. Bolza makes the proof of the general theorem depend upon a special case

which he has discussed in the preceding pages. The theorem was proved independently by the

writers for the purposes of the present paper, and the proof in § 1 is the direct proof which they

derived, the statement of the theorem being slightly different from that of Bolza.

tSee Bolza, loc. cit., p. 154. His notation is (e)s. The neighborhood ©, for any set Ê

and any constant e is the set of points (xx, x2, ■ ■ -, xm :yx, y,, ■ ■ -, yn) for each of which there

exists at least one point [xx', xf, • ■ -, xm' :yx , yf, ■ ■  , yn' ) in © satisfying the relations

K — Vl<£>  K — ¡cf\<e,  -..,  \xm — Im'|<E.

with similar inequalities for yx, y,, ■ ■ ■, y„ .

t A function is of class C*"' if its derivatives up to and including those of order » are

continuous.
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As a first step in the proof it can be shown that a constant e exists such that

no two distinct solutions of equations (1) in the neighborhood ©( can have the

same projection (as,, x2, ■ • -, xm) in 4?,. P°r if this were not the case two

sequences of solutions of equations (1)*

{xx ,  ajj ,   • • •, j?   . yx , y2 ,   •   -, y„ ) ,
(3) (i = l,2, •••),

could be found, with limit points

(£i> &<  ■•■> L:v!, V2,  ••-, Vj,        (&> fe>  ■■-, Çm:Fx, F2,  ..., 77J

which lie in the region 6. Since by C) no two points in (5 have the same pro-

jection in £ it follows that (nx, r)2, • ■ -, -qf) and (77,, 772, • ■ -, Ff) are the

same. At the point (£,, f2, • ■ •■, im:nx, v2, -■-,%) the usual theorems on

implicit functions + can be applied to equations (1) on account of .4), B), D),

and it follows that to any point in the neighborhood of (£,, };2, ■■-, £m)

there can correspond but one set of solutions in the neighborhood of

(fp e;2, ■ • •, £m : Vu V2i • • •■> Vn)- Thus the existence of the sequences (3) is

contradicted.

The constant e can be still further restricted if necessary so that the func-

tional determinant c3(fx, f2, ■ ■ -, f„)/d(yx, y2, • ■ -, yf) is different from zero in

6e, on account of D).

The next step is to select a constant 8 = e so that to each point in £a there

corresponds at least one solution in the region 6(. Suppose that P is any

point of the set ß, and Q its projection in Iq. Then by the theorems on

implicit functions referred to above, a constant B can be found such that to each

point (xx, x2, ■ ■ -, xm) in the neighborhood Qs there corresponds a solution of

equations (1) lying in Pt and therefore in ©e. A constant B can be selected

which will be effective in this way uniformly for all the points P of ©. Other-

wise a sequence {Pn} would exist in ©, with limit point tr, for which the

corresponding constants B would have the limit zero. This is, however, impos-

sible, since there is a value Bw > 0 for the limit point tr.

By combining these results it follows that to any point in the region £s there

corresponds one and but one solution of equations (1) in the neighborhood 6t.

Since the functional determinant does not vanish in 6£ it follows from the usual

theorems concerning implicit functions that the functions (2) so defined over the

region £s will be surely of class C under the conditions on the functions f.

stated under A), and of class C(n) when the functions f are of class C(n) in 21.

*For the details of the construction of these sequences see Bolza, loc. oit., p. 161.

tSee, for example, OsGOOD,   Lehrbuch  der Funktionentheorie, vol. 1, p. 52;  or GoUBSAT-

Hedrice, A Course in Analysis, vol. 1, p. 45 and footnote.
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§ 2.     The field about a point.

The equations of the extremals through a given point P(xB, y0, zfj may be

taken in the form *

x = <¿(s, £, v, ?),       y = ir(s, Ü, V, 0'       » = X(«i f»1»» ?)»

where the functions eb, i/r, ^ and their first partial derivatives with respect to s

are of class C in the neighborhood of the values of s, %, y, f defined by the

conditions

(©) »-o,    r + i?2 + r=i-
For s = 0 the identities

<b(0,z,v,i;) = x0,      *(0, £,,,£) = ?„     x(0,f,,j, o = *„.
(4)

*.(0,f, ?,{;) = £,      *.(0, f.*,?) --7,      x.(0.f.»7.O = ?

hold, and the identity

cbcbt + fft + xx. = o

is satisfied for all arguments.    If

(5) f + iy2 + K2 = 1,

it follows that s is the length of arc measured along the extremal from the

point P, so that

(6) tf+*î + XÎ = l.

and £, 17, f are the direction cosines of the tangent to the extremal at P.

It is desired to show that two positive constants d, e exist such that to any

point (as, y, z) in the region P'd,f

(P'f) 0<|as-a;0|<c7, 0 < \y - y0\ <d, 0<\z-z0\<d,

there exists one and but one solution (x, y, z : s, %, y,Ç) of the equations

(7) e+f+r-i,cb(s,ç,v,i;)=x, +(,, 1,17,0=2/.x(*,*,?,r)-*

for which (s, %, y, Ç) is in the region <B'e defined by the conditions

(©:) o<s<e,    r + 72 + r = i.

In terms of the polar coordinates B, A , B, C defined by the equations

x-x0 = BA, y-y0 = BB, z-z0 = BC, B>0, A2 + B2 + C2 = l,

*See Mason and Bliss, loc. cit., p. 444.

t Note that P'd is the region Pd as defined in a preceding footnote, with the point ( xa, y0, z„ )

exolnded.
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the equations (7) become

(8) tf+-n2+if=l,eb(s,^,v,i:)=BA, +(s,l;,v,i:)=BB, x(»tbn,S)-FC.

If s is replaced by cr, where s = Ber, they take the form

r + *72 + r=i,

-^ [cb(Bcr, Ç, y, Ç)-x0] = A,

(9) 1
li[ir(Ber^,V,i:)-y0]=B,

By Taylor's formula with the integral form of the remainder term * and the iden-

tities (4), it follows that

(10) eb(s,Ç,y, Ç)-X0 = S  flebi(ts,i;,V,í:)dt,

with similar equations for -v/r and %, so that when the first members of equations

(9) are defined for B = 0 by their limiting values, these equations reduce, for

7? = 0, to
(11) f-M2+?2 = l,  cri)=A, aV = B, crÇ= C.

It is evident then that equations (9) have the solutions

(6) (B,A,B, C:tr,^v,i:)=(0,A,B,C-.l,c;,v,c:),  A2 + B2 + C2=l,

and the projection of 6 in terms of the polar coordinates is the region defined by

the conditions

(£) 7? = 0,        A2 + B2 + C2 = l.

From equation (10) and its analogues for \fr and %, it follows that the left mem-

bers of equations (9) are of class C" in the neighborhood of 6, and in 6 their

functional determinant with respect to a, f, 17, f is calculated from (11) to be

2o-2 = 2. Hence Bolza's theorem is applicable, and it follows that a constant e

exists such that no two solutions of equations (9) in the region Ê, have the same

projection in ^e, and a second constant B = e, can be chosen so that to any

(B, A, B, C) in £s there corresponds a set of values

(12) a(B, A, B, C), Ç(B, A,B, C), y(B, A, B, C), ?(7?, A, B, C)

which with ( B, A, B, C) satisfy equations (9) and lie in 6,. The functions

(12) are of class C and reduce toi, A, B, C fov B =0.

♦See C. Jordan, Cours d'Analyse, vol. 1, p. 245.

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 22
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With these results in mind it is possible to show the existence of a constant

e such that no two sets of values (s, £, y, ?) in <&'e can define by means of equa-

tions (7) the same point (as, y, z), or what is equivalent, the same values

(B, A, B, C). In fact, for any solution of equations (8) the value of B is

given in terms of (s, f, 17, f) by means of the formula

B2=[eb-X0]2+ W-y0]2+[X-z0]2,

and from equations (10) and (4) it is evident therefore that the quotient s/B is

a continuous function of s, f, y, % which reduces to 1 for s = 0. Similarly

A, B, C in equations (8) are seen to be continuous functions of s, £, y, Ç

which take the values f, y, Ç, respectively, for s = 0. Hence if e is sufficiently

small, no two sets of values (s, £, y, Ç) in ©^ can define the same (x, y, z).

Otherwise equations (9) would have two solutions (B, A, B, C: cr, £, 77, Ç)

in 6 corresponding to the same (B, A, B, C).

Let B he taken so small that the values

(13) s = Bcr(B, A, B, C), f(Ä, A, B, C), y(B, A, B, C), K(B, A, B, C)

corresponding to any (B, A, B, C) in !qs, lie in 2>e.    If d = B/\/S, then to

any point (as, y, z) in P'd there will correspond values of (F, A, B, C) in

iQ6, and consequently a solution of equations (7) for which (s, £, 77, f) lies in

<B'e •    By the preceding paragraph this solution will be unique in <&'e.

The functions

(14) «(as, y, z), |(as, y, z), y(x, y, z), ?(sc, y, z)

so defined have the following properties :

1) In the neighborhood P'it all are of class C

2) In Pd the function s(x, y, z) is continuous and has the value 0 a¿

(xo-> 2/0' zo)-

3) Let C be an arc of class C,

(C) x=f(t),      y = g(t),      z = h(t), (0S15T),

which 2>asses through P(x0, y0, zf) for t=0. The function s(t) defined by

substituting the values (C) in the expressions (14) has at t = 0 the derivative

s'(0) = ^f'\0) + g'2(0) + h'\0),

and the corresponding functions £(<), y(t), Ç(t) are continuous and reduce

for t = 0 to the direction cosines A0, Bg, C0, of the positive tangent to C at

P, respectively.

The first two properties follow immediately from the nature of the functions
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(2) and of the polar coordinates 7£, A, B, C as functions of x, y, z. For

points on the curve C

*-l/-«k],+ l>-*'.]'+[*-vl'.

a    f~xo        r    9 -y»        n    h~zo
A-—=-, B = —ir, 0--=-.

Hence by applying Taylor's formula to the differences f — xQ, g — y0, h — z0

it follows that

lim y = Vf'2(0) + g'\0) + h'\0)
t=a   »

and also that A, B, C approach the limits A^, B0, C0. From the equations

(13) and the properties of the functions (12) it is then easy to prove the state-

ment 3).

The proof which has been made applies to the construction of a field in the

neighborhood of a single point ( as0, y0, z0 ). It is important, for the proof of

Hubert's theorem concerning the existence of an extremal joining two given

points in space, to know that such fields can be constructed uniformly about the

points of a finite Closed region 9î. The equations of the extremals through

points of 3Î have the form *

x = eb(s,x0,y0, z0, Ç, y, Ç),

(I5) y = f(s,xo'y0'zo' £' V, ?)'

where eb, i|f, % and their derivatives for s are of class C in the neighborhood

of the domain defined by the conditions

(xa,y0,z0) inB, s=0, ? + y2 + Ç2=l.

For s = 0 the identities (4) hold with respect to all seven arguments, and the

identity (6) is a consequence of equation (5).

The equations corresponding to (9) can be set up in the same manner as

before, but they contain now the additional arguments as0, y0, z0. The region

corresponding to 6 for these equations is the region

(©)    (x0,yo,z0:0,A,B,C:l,A,B,C), (x0,yB,z0)in B, A2+B2+C2=l,

and the region corresponding to fè is

(I?)      (xo,y0,zo:0,A,B,C), (x0, y0, z0) in B, A2+B2+C2 = l.

* Mason and Bliss, loc. cit., p. 444.
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The constants B and e can be determined so that no two solutions of equations

(9) in ©t, have the same projection in §,, and so that to each point in §s there

corresponds at least one solution in 6e, the variables a, f, 77, f being now

functions of class G of as0, y0, za, B, A, B, C in !qb which reduce to (1, A,

B, C) for points in ^.

Each solution (as0, ya, z0:B, A, B, C:s, £, 17, f) of equations (8) defines

as before a solution (x0, y0, zQ: B, A, B, C: o-, £, 77, f) of equations (9) whose

elements are continuous functions of as0, y0, zQ, s, f, 17, f reducing to

(x0,y0, z0:0,A,B,C:l,l;,y,C) when (as0, y0, z0) is in 7? and (s,f,i7,£)

is in the region ©. Hence the constant e can be chosen so that the solution

of equation of equation (9) always lies in Ë, when (x0, y0, z0) is in 9î and

(*, ?, y-, K) in 2^, and consequently for any fixed but arbitrarily chosen point

(as0, 7/0, zf) in 3î no two sets of values (s, £, y, f) in <&'c could define the same

(B, A, B, C). Otherwise equations (9) would have two solutions in Q,e cor-

responding to the same point in £>e.

The constant d = B/x/S can similarly be chosen so that for any point F

(xQ,yg,z0) in 9ï the values (B, A, B, C) in the region P'd about P define

solutions (x, y,z:s, f, y, Ç) of equations (15) and (5) for which (s, £, 77, f)

is unique in <B'e •

Fence constants d, e can be chosen uniformly for the region 9î so that to

any point (x, y, z) in the neighborhood P'd,

0 <\x — as, I <d,        0<|y — y0\<d,        0<|z — z0|<cZ,

of a point P (x0, y0, z0) of 9î there exists one and but one solution of equa-

tions (15) for which (s, £, 77, £) is in the region

0<s<e, f + 772+r2 = l.

The functions of x0, yv, z0, x, y, z so determined are of class C for (xa, y0, zf)

in 9{ and (as, y, z) in P'd, and have the properties described above when

(as0,2/„, zf) is fixed.

From this result is derived the following geometrical theorem :

A constant B > 0 can be determined so that through any point Q =\= P in a

sphere of radius o about P, where P is an arbitrarily selected point of B,

there jtasses one and but one extremal arc (15) which joins P with Q and lies

entirely within the sphere.

Along an extremal, 7? is a continuous function of x0, y0, z0, s, £, 17, % and

has a derivative dB/ds which reduces to 1 for s = 0. To make sure that the

extremal arc joining P with Q lies entirely within the sphere it is therefore

only necessary to choose e so small that dB/ds remains different from zero for

(xv, y0, zB) in B and (s, !j, y, f) in the region S'e. Then the corresponding

constant B will be the one desired.
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§ 3.  The construction of a field of extremals to which a given arc S is

transversal.

Consider an arc 8

(S) x = X(u), y = Y(u), z=Z(u), ux = u = u2,

which has the properties that it is part of a curve of class C", that, it does not

intersect itself, and that the parameter u is the length of arc.    Let

(1) a, ß, 7: l, m, n: \, p, v

be the direction cosines of the tangent, principal normal, and binormal, respec-

tively.

In each half-plane through a tangent to £ and containing the direction

I cos v + \ sin v, m cos v + p sin v, n cos v + v sin v

normal to the curve, there is one and but one direction £, 77, £ distinct from the

ícosD+Xtín»

Fig. 1.

tangent, to which the curve £ is transversal.* The angle 0(0 < Ö < tt) (see

Fig. 1) determining this direction, is a function of u, v which is periodic in v

with period 2tt, and the values of £, 77, £ are

(2)

£ = a cos 6 + ( I cos v + K sin tj ) sin 6,

17 = ß cos 6 + ( m cos v + a sin tj ) sin 8,

Ç = y cos 6 + ( n cos v + v sin v ) sin 0.

The extremals to which S is transversal are found by substituting the func-

tions X(u), Y(u), Z(u) defining £, in place of a;0, y0, z0 in equations (15) of

♦Bliss and Mason, loc. cit., p. 463.
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§ 2, and the values (2) in place of £, 77, (¡\    Then the equations of the extremals

have the form

(E) x = <b(s,u,v),        y = yjr(s,u,v),        z = x(«,u,v),

where the functions tb, i/r, % can be supposed of class C" in a certain neighbor-

hood of the region © defined by the conditions

(S) s = 0, ux = u = u2,        v any value,

and are periodic in v with period 27r.    The parameter s is the length of arc, so

that the identity

4>; + V. + xl - l

is satisfied for all arguments.    For s = 0,

(S) cb(0,u,v) = X(u),      ^(0,u,v) = Y(u),      x(0,u,v) = Z(u),

eba(0, u, v) as a cos 8 + (I cos v + A. sin v) sin 8,

(4) yjri ( 0, u, v ) = ß cos 8 + ( m cos v + u sin v ) sin 8,

2^(0, u, ■«)= 7 cos 8 + ( n cos v + v sin v ) sin 8,

and since 8 is between 0 and tr, it follows from the relations which are satisfied

by the mutually orthogonal directions (1) that

cos(?= atb,(0, u, v) + ßffO, u, v) + 7X,(0, u, v),

sin 8 = ( I cos w-fXsin?j)<fJs(0, u, v) + (m cos v + p sin v ) i¡rs ( 0, u, v)

+ (n cos v + v sin v)x,(01 u, v) > 0.

If A, B, C ave the cosines of a direction not coincident with the tangent to

£, then there is one and but one value of v ( modulo 27r ) for which the tangent

to the extremal E is coplanar with A, B, C and the tangent to £, and which

lies on the same side of the tangent to £ with ^1, 7?, C. For in order that

these conditions may be satisfied the determinant

ebt(0, u, v)    a     A]

^,(0,u,v)    ß    B

X,(0,M,7j)      7       C

must vanish, and the expression

cos cu = A (I cos v + \ sin v) + B(m cos v + 11 sin v) + C(n cos v + v sin tj)

must be positive.    With the help of equations (4) the former condition is seen

to determine the ratio of cos tj and sin tj , and the latter determines their signs,
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uniquely.    It follows that if tj and tj' are not congruent modulo tr the determi-

nant

ebt(0,u,v)    a     ebl(0,u,v')

(5) yfrt(0, u, v)    ß    yfrt(0, u, v')   = sin (tj — v)

X.(0>M'7j)     7       Xj(0,m,tj')

is always different from zero.

By substitution of the values for ebt and ef>n from equations (4) a simple com-

putation shows that when tj = tj' (modulo tr)

ebt(0, u,v)    a    ^>„(0, u, v')

(6) yfrt(0,u,v)    ß   -f„(0, u, v)  = ± sin 0 sin 0'=|= 0.

X,(0,m,tj)    7    x»(0»"»«')

The notation £{ will be used to denote the ¿"-neighborhood of the curve £,

and 2's will denote the points of this set exclusive of those on the curve of which

£ is a part. In the following pages any two points (s, u, v) and (s', u, v ) are

regarded as identical when s = s', u = u, and tj is congruent to v modulo 2tt

(tj = tj'), otherwise distinct.    The region ©€ is

(2>e) 0 = s = e,        m, — e = u = u2 + e,        tj any value,

and &t is Se exclusive of the points for which 5 = 0.

The purpose of the present section is the proof of the following statement :

Two positive constants B, e can be determined so that to any point (x, y, z)

in the neighborhood 2's there corresponds one and but one solution (x, y,z:s, u, v)

of the equations (E)for which the values (s, u, v) lie in the region <&f

In the first place e can be chosen so small that no two points (s, u, v),

(«', u, tj') in the region <Se define the same point (as, y, z) by means of the

equations (E), unless s = s' = 0, u = u. In other words, no two of the

extremals (E) can intersect for values of (s, u, v) in ©, unless they pass

through the same point P of the curve of which £ is a part, in which case P is

the only point of intersection, and furthermore no extremal intersects itself.

For if these statements were not true, a sequence

(7) {s., u., vt :*;,«;,«;.} (¿=1,2, •••),

(»o *\) * (°. 0).        («i« "¡. »<) + (*n u'i^'i)

of solutions of the equations

tb(s, u,v) = cb(s, u, tj'),

(8) ^(s,u,v) = tb(s',u',v'),

X(«,u, Tj) = x(a', u, tj'),
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could be determined with limiting values of the form

(9) (0, u0, v0:0, u'0, v'0),        ux^u0 = u2,        ux = u'0^u2,

which would also satisfy the equations.    Since £ does not intersect itself, it

follows from the identities (3) that u0 and u'0 must be the same.

With the help of the identities (3) any one of the equations (8), say the first,

can be written in the form

[eb(s, u, v) — tj>(0, u, tj)] — [eb(s', u, v') — eb(0, u, v')] = 0,

or by Taylor's formula

dts j   ef>t[ts, u + t(u — u ), v]dt+ (u — u) I   tbu\\ts,u' + t(u — u'),v]
Jo Jo

— s' |   ef>t(ts', u, v )dt = 0.

The three equations so found would have solutions s{, ui — u\, s'{ not all zero

provided by the sequence (7). Their determinant with respect to the arguments

s, u — u, s outside the integral signs, is a continuous function of s, u, v, s', u, v

which must vanish for the arguments (7), and therefore also for the arguments

(9). But for the latter it takes the form (5), showing that tj0 must be congruent

to v'a modulo it , since the determinant (5) vanishes for such values only.

From the identities (3) it appears that the function ef>t(0, u,v) is identically

zero, and therefore

(10) tb,(s,u,v) = s I   tb^(TS,u,v)dr.

By an application of Taylor's formula, and then of equation (10), the first of

equations (8) can be written again in the form

eb(s,u, v)—cb(s, u, v')=eb(s, u, v) — eb(s', u, v) + tb(s', u, v) — eb(s', u, v)

= (s — s) j  <JJ,[s' + t( s — s'),u' + t(u — u), v]dt

+ (u — u) j  cbu[s'+t(s — s'),u + t(u — u),v)]dt

+ (v — v')s'\    I   ebn[Ts', u, v + t(v — v')]drdt.
Jo   Jo

The three equations so found have a determinant with respect to the quantities

s — s', u — u, (v — v )s' outside the integral signs, which is a continuous function

reducing to (6) for the arguments ( 0, u, v : 0, u, v). At the limiting values (9)

this determinant  is different from  zero since uQ = u'0, v0 m v'.   (modulo tr).
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Hence for a sufficiently large value of i any quantities si — s'i, ui — u'i,

(vi — «í)«í which satisfy these equations must all vanish, and by interchanging

(s,u,v) with (s, u, v) in equation (8) it follows that (tj^ — vf)si must also

be zero. If the sequence (7) existed, therefore, the points (s{, u{, vf) and

(s'., «'., tj'.) would have to coincide, or else s. = s'., u. = u'., and s. and a',

would have to vanish simultaneously, for each sufficiently large value of i.

But these are the properties which the sequence (7) was assumed not to have,

and consequently its existence is impossible.

The constant e can be subjected to a second restriction, if necessary, to the

effect that for all values of (s, u, v) in <&>'t the functional determinant of equa-

tions (F) with respect to s, u, v is different from zero. With the help of

equation (10) this determinant takes the form

</>.     0u     4>,

^.    'f„    t.

Ä.»        A*u        A>r

= sV(s, u, v),

where F is a continuous function in the region ©(, different from zero for s = 0

on account of the condition (6). Hence if e is properly chosen V will remain

different from zero in <&f

Suppose now that e has been chosen so as to satisfy the two restrictions

described above. The points (as, y, z) of the extremals (E) for which u = ux—e

or u = u2 + e, or for which s = e, form a closed set which has no point in

common with the arc £. Let B V3 be the minimum distance between the points

of this set and the points of £. Then any solution (x, y, z:s, u, v) of equa-

tions (E), corresponding to a point P(x, y, z) in £¡, has values (s, u, v) in

the interior of <B'e .. For P is not on £ and therefore can not correspond to a

set (s, u, v) for which s = 0, and its distance from £ is less than S V3, so that,

on account of the way in which B has just been selected, no one of the three

conditions m = m, — e,u = u3 + e,s = e can be satisfied.

From the first property of the constant e it follows, furthermore, that P can

not correspond to more than one set (s, u, v) in <S't.

On the other hand, each point P in £¿ corresponds to at least one set of

values (s, u, v) in the interior of <Se. For consider any particular point

P'(as', y , z) in £¿ which has corresponding to it the values (s, u, tj'). Join

F with P by an arc D

x = x(t),       y = y(t),       z = z(t),       t'=t=T

of class C which lies entirely within £¿. The functional determinant with

respect to s, u, v of the first members of the equations

(11)   eb(s,u,v) = x(t),        yfr(s,u,v)=y(t),        x(s> M> v) = z{t)
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is different from zero at (s', u , v) on account of the second property of the

constant e, and these equations have the particular solutions (x', y , z , t'). It

follows that equations (11) have continuous solutions s(t), u(t), v(t) in the

neighborhood of t', which can be continued along the arc D up to the point P,

so that F also corresponds to a solution (x, y, z: s, u, v) of equations (E) for

which (s, u, v) necessarily lies in <&'t. Otherwise there would be an upper

bound t to the values of t which could be reached by continuation, with a cor-

responding solution (sT, wT, tjt, t) of equations (11) for which (sT, ur, vr) would

lie in <S',. The functional determinant of equations (11) would still be different

from zero at (sT, ur, vT) and consequently t could not be the upper bound

described.

It has therefore been shown that to each point (as, y, z) in £¡ there corre-

sponds a solution (x, y, z: s, u, v) of equations (E) for which (s, u, v) lies

in <B't, and on account of the way in which e was chosen this solution is unique.

The functions

(12) s(as, y, z), u(x, y, z), v(x, y, z)

which with x,y, z solve equations (F) have the following properties in the

region £, :

1) They are all three of class C in £j.

2) In £s the first two are continuous and for a point (as0, y0, zf) on £ cor-

responding to the parameter value u0,

s(xo'yo'zo) = 0'        u(x0,y0,z0) = u0.

3) The function v(x, y, z) is infinitely many valued, its values correspond-

ing to a given (x,y, z) being all congruent modulo 2-rr, but costj and sinTj are

single valued functions

(13) coav = a(x, y, z),        ainv = b(x,y, z)

of class C in L's.

4) Let C be a curve

(C) x=f(t),      y = g(t),      z = h(t) (o^isr),

with a continuously turning tangent, which intersects 2 at a point P

(as0, y0, z0, u0) for t = 0, but is not tangent to £ at P, and for which t is the

length of arc.    The tangent to C at P determines uniquely a direction

(14) I cos tj0 -f X sin tj0 , m cos v0+ p sin u0, n cos vg + v sin tj0 ,

coplanar with the tangents to C and £ at P, and lying on the same side of

the tangent to £ with the positive tangent to C. As t approaches zero the

functions s(t), u(t), a(t), b(t) defined by substituting the values of x,y,z
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from (C) in the functions (12) and (13), approach the limits 0, u0, cos tj0,

sin tj0, and the functions s(t), u(t) have derivatives at t = 0 which have the

values

s'(0) = sin co csc 8,        u (8) mm cos to — sin eo cot 8,

where to is the angle between the positive tangents to C and £, and 8 is the

corresponding angle for E and £.

The properties 1) and 3) follow readily from the usual theorems concerning

implicit functions and the periodicity of eft, yjr, x with respect to tj . For at any

solution (x\ y, z : s, u, v) of equations (E) for which (a;', y, z) is in £¡ and

(s, u, v) is in <B't, the functional determinant of eb, iff, % with respect to s, u, v

is different from zero.

If P0 is a point ( x0, y0, z0 ) on £ corresponding to the value u0, then for any

77 > 0 a value p > 0 can be selected so that |s(a?, y, z)\ <.y whenever (x, y, z)

is in the p-neighborhood of F . For the values (s, u, v) in Q't for which s > 77

define a closed set of points (x, y, z) distinct from Fu, whose minimum dis-

tance from the point P0 is a positive constant p V3. Hence any (as, y, z) in

the p-neighborhood of P0 will have its distance from Pn less than p, and will

necessarily correspond to a value of s for which 0 < s < y. In a similar

manner the points of Se for which | u — « | = y define a closed set of (as, y, ap-

points distinct from PQ, and the continuity of u(x, y, z) as stated in 2) can

be proved.

It remains to consider the property 4). An application of Taylor's formula

shows that the equations

1 fit)— x
1{eb(ert,  u0 + rt, v) - x0} = J-^—\

(15) hf(<rt,u0 + Tt,v)-yf
t l T *     '    • '      '    '      so ' t

1    r       , , Ht)  — Z„
7ÍX(rf.   «,+ TÍ,   V)-Z0]  =-^-°,

reduce for t = 0 to

(16)     *<b, + ra=f'(0), crft + Tß = g'(0),        crX, + t7 = A'(0),

where a = 0 and the arguments of ebi, y¡ri, x, are ( 0, u0, v ). As a result of the

statements proved on page 334, there can be but one value tj0 (modulo 27r) for

which these equations are satisfied, and the corresponding direction (14) has the

properties described above. It follows that equations (15) have for t = 0 unique

solutions

ff0 = sin co csc 8, t0 = cos co — sin co cot 8, vQ
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determined by equations (16). The functional determinant of equations (15)

for the values (<r0, t0, tj0, t = 0) is found with the help of the formula (10) to

be the determinant (6). Hence these equations have continuous solutions er(t),

r(t), v(t) reducing to tr0, t0, v0 for t = 0.    The corresponding functions

s = at,        u = u0 + it,        cos v= a(t),        sin tj = 6 ( £ )

define solutions of equations (E), and hence must coincide with the functions

s(t), u(t), a(t),b(t) determined under 4). It follows readily that «'(0), u'(0)

exist and have the values tr0, t0, while a(t), b(t), approach cosv0 and sinTj0,

respectively, as t approaches zero.


